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W

ith clear blue sky and cooler temperatures
September is almost a welcome relief from
those hot, smoky days of August. Here are a few fun
facts about this month.
• The name of the ninth month of the year
– September – comes from the old Roman word
“septem.” meaning “seven.” Because in the Roman calendar it
was the seventh month.
The Romans believed that the month of September was looked after by the god of
the fire and forge – Vulcan. Therefore, they expected fires, earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions in this month.
• In many parts of the world, September is the first month of autumn and it is
associated with the beginning of school.
• The zodiac signs for September are Virgo (23 August – 22 September) and Libra
(23 September – 22 October).
• Famous people born in September include Adam Sandler, Adam West, Agatha
Christie, Alexis Bledel, Amy Winehouse, Andrea Bocelli, Beyonce Knowles, Bill
Murray, Brigitte Bardot, Bruce Springsteen, Carl Zeiss, Colin Firth, Confucius,
Daniel Defoe, Freddie Mercury, Greta Garbo, Ivan Pavlov, Karl Lagerfeld, Lance
Armstrong, Leonard Cohen, Michael Faraday, Monica Bellucci, Queen Elizabeth I,
Richard I, Sophia Loren, Stephen King, T. S. Eliot, Truman Capote, Upton Sinclair.
• The birthstone for September is the sapphire, which is said to reduce
inflammation, treat fever and act as a lucky charm for the person wearing it.
The sapphire, present in almost every color (rich blue, pink, yellow, green etc.),
symbolizes intuition, clarity of thought, peacefulness, as well as loyalty and trust.
• There are three traditional flowers of the month of September: the aster,
symbolizing love; the forget-me-not, representing memories and love; and the
morning glory, symbolizing unrequited love.
• Special holidays in September include Labor Day (the first Monday in September),
and the September equinox (22 September).
Now you all feel a bit wiser, sit back, relax and enjoy these last days of summer with
this bumper packed issue of the South Cowichan Life Magazine.
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Glimpses of Our Past
George and Sarah Bonner

G

eorge Edward Bonner
was born in 1881 in
Walthamstow, England and
apprenticed as a carpenter/
joiner with the Great
Western Railway in London.
Developing “itchy feet,” he
travelled to Canada in 1903,
settling in Manitoba, and
working as a farmer and
in the rail yards. When he
saw a sign at a construction
site in Brandon saying “No
Englishmen Need Apply,”
he offered to work for a day
for nothing to prove his
worth. He was hired, and
soon became a foreman,
establishing himself as hard
working and reliable.
Sarah Louisa Cole was
born on May 6, 1880 in
Ponders End, Middlesex,
England. She attended a
private school, then was
employed with the General
Post Office in England for
six years. George returned
to England, and he and
Sarah were married on
25 February, 1906. They
then travelled throughout
England, as they thought it
might be a long time before
they returned.
They immigrated to
Canada and settled in
Grenfell, Saskatchewan
where their first two
children were born, and
George established himself
as a building contractor.
They moved to Revelstoke,

BC where George worked
for the Grand Trunk
Railway, but seeking a
milder climate, they tossed
a coin in 1912, choosing
Comox BC over Hamilton,
Ontario. In Victoria en
route to Comox, they
were told Comox received
excessive snow, so they
disembarked from the train
at Cobble Hill, and stayed.
George worked as a
carpenter and built the
“Bonner Block” in the
village centre including a
bakery, a butcher shop, and
his hardware and general
store which he operated for
50 years. He helped build St.
Mary’s Church, the school
on Watson Avenue, the Post

Office, the Cenotaph and
several homes in the village.
He was the agent for CPR
Telegraph, Hydro Electric
and E&N Freight Express,
was a Notary Public, a
pioneer member of the
Vancouver Island Regional
Library, president of the
Rate Payers Association,
and of the BC Basketball
Association. He owned the
Cobble Hill water system,
significant amounts of land,
and was a school trustee
for 40 years, advocating for
a high school in the area.
When it was built in 1957, it
was named for him.
Sarah taught Sunday
school at St. Mary’s Church
in Cobble Hill, and several

of the seven Bonner
children were baptized
there. She also handled
the accounting for her
husband’s hardware store.
George was well known
on Vancouver Island and
was called “the unofficial
mayor of Cobble Hill.” He
had great interest in politics,
and considered running
for office. He frequently
wrote letters to the Victoria
newspapers, and advocated
for a bridge to be built
connecting the Island with
the mainland.
Sarah died in 1960 at
age 80 and George died
in 1968 at age 86. They
are buried at St. John’s
Cemetery in Cobble Hill.
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Ask a Teky
Networking 101

I

t’s a good idea to have
some understanding of the
basic components of
your home network; your
computers and smart
devices depend on them
to share files, and printers,
and the Internet.
If you live in this area
and you have Internet, you
probably have a modem
from Shaw or Telus. If that
modem is relatively new, it
will have a built-in wireless
router and switch. If your
needs are simple (i.e. you
have four or fewer wired
devices, and only short-range
wireless needs), then connect
your devices and you have a
home network.
Wires are not passé. If
you are trying to decide
between a wired connection
and a wireless one, remember:
a wire is nearly always faster,
more dependable, and more
secure. If you are sensitive
to wireless signals, you can
turn off the wireless feature.
But if you want to connect
more than four wired devices,
you will need a “splitter,”
more accurately called an
“Ethernet switch.”
But wireless is handy.
If you need better range or

coverage for your wireless,
you have several options: a
stronger router, a wireless
access point (WAP), a
wireless repeater, or a set of
mesh devices.
A network should not
have more than one router
on it, so if you opt for the
“stronger router” approach,
have Shaw/Telus “bridge” your
modem, thus disabling the one
built into the modem before

you attach your own. Bridging
can usually be done over the
phone in a few minutes.
If you simply want to
extend your Wifi range in
one direction, you could
add a WAP (connected
to the main router with a
wire) or a wireless repeater
(connected to the main
router via wifi). And if you
want the best speed/range/
coverage, you might create

a mesh network . . . which is
basically one wireless router
and one or more wireless
repeaters configured in a
grid layout. Mesh networks
used to be out of reach for
home users, because of
their price and complexity.
But now they are relatively
affordable (lower cost than
some high-end routers) and
relatively easy to setup (via
smartphone app).
If you are considering
replacing one or more
components of your network,
it’s good to have a basic
understanding of your
options before you begin . . .
that’s the best way to get the
features that suit your needs.
That same basic
knowledge is good if you
have problems getting
online. Know the
components of your
network so you have an
idea of what to reset before
calling for help: all network
gear is meant to recover
from a power outage, so it’s
a good first step to unplug
each component from power,
wait 10 seconds, plug it
back in, wait 5 minutes,
and try accessing the
Internet again.
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Garden House Foundation
Garden House Foundation 11th Book Sale Coming Soon

M

ark your calendars
for the Garden House
Foundation Fund’s 11th
annual charity used book
sale to be held on Saturday,
13 October from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. and Sunday, 15 October
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Bonner School in Mill Bay.
Profits from the sale
will go into the permanent
foundation fund to support
families in crisis and
animals in need in the
Cowichan Valley through
annual grants.
Cowichan Women
Against Violence Society is
one of three organizations
receiving grants. CWAV
runs many programs
including PEACE
(Prevention, Education,
Advocacy, Counselling

and Empowerment) which
provides counselling for
children between the ages
of four and eighteen who
suffer from anxiety, anger
and sleep disturbances;
Marvelous Moms that
looks at how a mother’s
own trauma might impact
her parenting skills; Teen

Healthy Relationships,
which runs for 10 weeks in
high schools, and Rise Up,
an empowerment group
that helps youth heal from
sexualized abuse.
Every purchase you
make at the book sale
will continue to help
support Cowichan Women

Against Violence as well
as Cowichan Family Life
and the Cowichan District
S.P.C.A. forever!
With over 80 tables
featuring 20,000 high
quality used books available
at the sale, now is the
time to stock up on your
fall and winter reading.
Prices are holding steady,
with all 5,000 children’s
books selling for 50 cents,
and most others going for
between $1 and $3. A silent
auction of more valuable
books will have starting bids
of $20. Please note the sale is
cash only.
For more information,
visit www.gardenhousefoun
dation.wordpress.com or call
250-743-4627 to donate
books year-round.

Planning Tomorrows
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The Future of Government

H

arvard professor,
Steven Pinker,
points out the world is
more democratic than
it has ever been. Those
observing the seeming
shift to authoritarianism
may worry that we are
heading in the wrong
direction, but I am pretty
sure that if mankind
survives another
millennia we will be a
globalized democracy
that is hard to imagine
now. What interests me
now is how our rapidly
accelerating technological
advances will alter the
way government works,
and how we determine
whom represents us.
There is a danger that
technology could propel
us into an Orwellian,
dystopian future. On the
flip side, it is hopefully
more likely that it enables
us to satisfy a greater
portion of the electorate
than our current systems
seem to do, weeding
out special interests and
moneyed power brokers.
I believe education
and technology will
democratize all nations.
It is a circular, symbiotic
structure where education
enhances technology and
technology enhances

education and both will
enhance democracy.
Yes, there are enormous
gaps to fill, and some of
them are cultural and
deeply embedded. There
are also entrenched
interests that would
rather keep their power
and maintain an ignorant
populace in order to
preserve their egotistical,
greedy status quo. They
will not be able to fend
off the onslaught of a
strengthening universal
communications
apparatus coupled with
strategically positioned
artificial intelligence
implementations which
will overwhelm their
power base. There will be
setbacks that will dismay
many, but those will be
temporary because the
march of human progress
is unassailable. Do not
despair the populist right
wing conspiracists as
their toxic brand can’t
survive the advance of
knowledge. While it is
impossible to forecast
what future governments
will look like, we can be
confident that they will
be an improvement over
current forms. It will
never be perfect, but it
will be fairer for everyone.

Pete Keber is an independent fee only Financial

Management Advisor. The opinions expressed here
do not necessarily reflect that of this publication.
Pete can be reached at 250-743-4850.

Frank Simpson Roofing
Cobble Hill & Duncan

250-217-9232
162-1751 Northgate Road, Cobble Hill, V0R 1L6
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Canine Friends
Come What May!

Dog Training Classes
for all dogs
Free Orientation class:
3 Sep, 10 Sep, 15 Sep, 24 Sep, 6 Oct, 9 Oct, 13 Oct

Cowichan Canine

106-5301 Chaster Road, Duncan

www.cowichancanine.ca

778-455-1985

4515 Lanes Rd, Cowichan Bay
By appointment only
250-709-2840

E

very dog should
have two different
recalls. One “every-day”
recall that you use daily
to call your dog on offleash walks, and one
“emergency recall” for
when your dog is facing a
really strong distraction,
like a squirrel or another
dog.
The “every-day” recall
There is a saying in
dog training that “You Get
the Dog You Deserve.” The
recall exercise illustrates
this very well. Learning
science will also tell
us that the probability
of the dog making the
right choice is directly
proportional to how much
that choice has been
rewarded.
Start training in a
safe and low-distraction
environment, like a fenced
yard, and use a long line

when you go to other
environments. Call your
dog using a happy voice,
give a really good treat
(small pieces of yesterday’s
leftover steak usually
compete well with the
smells in the back yard)
and immediately let your
dog run away again.
Emergency Recall
This recall is rarely
used. A whistle is good,
as it stands out and
penetrates the dog’s brain
easier than the shouted
word, when he is running
after a rabbit. Condition
him for two weeks, 5-10
times a day, using superhigh-value food, such
as canned tripe, canned
sardines, smoked bacon,
etc: blow the whistle and
give three pieces of superfood. Do NOT during
this time use the whistle
to call him with, but blow

Karen Nixdorf
International Certified Master Groomer
Expert grooming in a quiet cozy spa

the whistle only when
he is right there, next to
you. After two weeks, you
can gradually cut back
to lifetime maintenance,
which is 2-3 times/week.
Summary
The more you reward
the recall, the more

Small-Medium sized Dogs

reliably your dog will
come when called. If you
don’t, or if you punish it,
he will be less likely to
come when called in the
future.
It’s as simple as that.
Next month: Pay Attention!

Stitch, Rip and Glue
A

utumn’s upon us,
Fabric is great for
“gardening thyme” is
making placemats, but a
done, now start thinking
lot of people already have
about 25 December!
those so make a nice
CHRISTMAS, it’s
runner instead, or napkins,
September the perfect
potholders and perhaps a
month to plan and create
teacosy. Do similar projects
gifts without the pressure
assembly line by cutting out
of scrambling on 30
and sewing each stage at the
November. First make a list same time. Saving time you
of people who appreciate
will do better work and save
creative items, not everyone
money by shopping second
does. Not a long list as it
hand where there is a wealth
becomes a chore and you
of fabric, also the fabric
won’t produce good work and shops have good sales in
make the gift suit the person. September or hit the bargain
Quick ideas for you:
centre in their stores.
Jams, jellies, beets and
Wreaths, bowers and
salsa always a favourite.
floral arrangements do again
Also herbs and dry them and assembly line adding floral
along with your preserves
and ribbons. Hit secondhand
decorating with seasonal
shops for supplies including
fabric. Shop second hand
wreaths that you can strip
stores for Christmas fabric,
and refresh and guaranteed
250-743-2858
there is plenty out there.
you will save a bundle.

CAROLYN CARR

LADYBUG CREATIVE ARTS
“COBBLE LANE COTTAGE”

2607 Natalie Rd. (Corner of Elford & Natalie)
Shawnigan Lake, BC V0R 2W2

250-743-8175
SHEILA WARNEKEN
SEWING/PAINTING LESSONS
Interior Decor Consultant • Alterations & Home Decor

By Appointment:
Mon - Fri: 10-12, 1-4:30

Formerly:
Mill Bay Fabrics, Crafts & Yarns

JOBS DONE RIGHT
HOME MAINTENANCE INSIDE & OUT
VACATION SECURITY CHECKS
ODD JOBS
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR

CALL ISABELLE’S TEAM: 250-533-9697
jobsdoneright@shaw.ca

Computer geeks with
all those photos you have
saved. There is nothing
like creating with iron on
fabric transfer paper. It can
enhance anything your mind
can imagine.
A final idea is wine bags
since we definitely live in
the Cowichan wine country.
I’m off of your list for this
year as I won 17 bottles of
wine and will be doing wine
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bags and be the Christmas
wine fairy!
These are all fairly quick
ideas that will free up the
next few months so you can
enjoy Christmas as it was
meant to be, no overdraft
in your bank account and
filled with love for family
and friends. So my thought
for you is, “If not now, then
when? Procrastination is
the thief of time.”

Mill Bay Community League
Messenger

Mill Bay

Messenger

Source of news and events in your community.
MBCL.ca
September 2014
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Mill Bay Community League • www.mbcl.ca

No 28

Thank the Mill Bay Community League, an organization ahead of its time.
by Maureen Alexander

I think everyone would agree Mill Bay is a wonderful place
to live but did you know that many of the things that make our
community the great place it is, are thanks to the efforts of the Mill
Bay Community League. Since its inception in 1945 the Community
League has taken an active role in all district activities and worked
tirelessly to make Mill Bay a better community for everyone. It
was thanks to the Community League, that Mill Bay developed an
environmental conscience way ahead of its time.
From early days it was decreed that beaches be open to the public
for recreation. However some individuals, when buying waterfront
property, felt they owned the foreshore as well and by the 1940’s
there were several infringements. One of the first duties of the
Community League was to dispute their claim. The League applied
to the provincial government to ensure this law is enforced and that
the foreshore be designated a Recreation Area. An Order-in-Council
was implemented to this effect, but, in 1986, the government decided
it was an unnecessary ruling and the order was rescinded. However,
most of the foreshore remains open to the public.
Many years ago the provincial government saw fit to spray the
weeds along the road. This not only created a fire hazard but the
poisonous spray drifted far and wide affecting people as well as their
gardens. The League had this stopped.
Another project from the past dealt with garbage. At that
time people took their refuse out in a boat to dump it off shore. The
beaches were littered with plastic bleach bottles and other refuse.
Other people dumped their rubbish along trails in the bush which
drew wild animals, particularly rats. The Community League looked
at several spots for a dump, the most likely place being a gully on
the Deloume property (now the site of Mill Springs residential
development). The Community League then leased the land for $5

a year. This site was approved by the Department of Health and
served the purpose for some time. But unfortunately users were
careless, scattering trash around the edges of the hole; some emptied
the contents of incinerators, causing dangerous fires. Finally a public
garbage pick-up was started and the dump was closed.
In 1958 the League undertook to build a tennis court as its Centennial
project. With the help of many willing workers the site was graded
and a concrete surface laid and later fenced. A tennis club was started
and it still going strong to this day.
Learn more about the Mill Bay Community League’s efforts on
behalf of the community in the next issue of South Cowichan Life
and in the meantime please become a member of the MBCL and
support your community.
DID YOU KNOW?
1 January, 1922 was a good day to stay home!
On 31 December, 1921 the BC Government changed driving from
the left side, like that in Great Britain, to the right side of the road.

For more information or to volunteer to help please contact Maureen Alexander at dalexander2@shaw.ca. We welcome your support.

MILL BAY COMMUNITY LEAGUE - MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL

Annual Dues: $5.00 per person, due at the Annual General Meeting each year (OCTOBER or NOVEMBER), applicable to the following year

Last Name:

Mailing Address:

First Name:

Street Address (if different):

Partner Last Name:

Phone Number:

Partner First Name:

Email: (used only internally)

New Application?

Renewal? (Member Previously)

Other family members who’d like to join:
Amount Paid: (total @ $5.00 each)

Date of this application/renewal:

Drop off completed application at The Cowichan Press, Mill Bay Centre

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League
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InSight

Myopia Management Part 1

I

can still remember the
day that I got my first
pair of glasses. It isn’t
my fondest memory, but
quite a common one. I
was struggling to see the
blackboard at school, so
my parents took me back
to the optometrist. It was
a disappointment to learn
that I needed glasses, but not
unexpected given that my
father, brother and one of
my sisters all needed them
as well. While I was happy
to be able to see clearly
again, it was the start of my
vision decline over the next
decade as my prescription
worsened until young
adulthood.
Like approximately
one third of the rest of
North America, I have
myopia or nearsightedness
– a refractive condition

that occurs when
light entering the eye
is focused in front
of the retina rather
than directly on it,
so that while near
objects remain clear,
distant objects appear
blurred. And my
story is unfortunately
becoming much
more common. The
rates of myopia have
been increasing at
a significant pace,
so much so that
some are calling it
an epidemic. In the
United States, the
prevalence of myopia
among individuals
aged 12-54 years old
in the early 1970’s
was reported to be 25%, and
in 2004 this had increased
to 41.6%. In some parts
of East Asia (Taiwan and
Singapore) the current
prevalence of myopia in
teens and young adults has
surpassed 80-90%. Myopia
is increasing in numerous
countries worldwide. In
2010 the worldwide rate of
myopia was 28%, and it is
expected that by the year
2050 approximately half of
the world’s population will
be myopic
Do we need to be
concerned about myopia?
Can’t a person just wear
glasses, contact lenses or
have laser surgery to treat
it? Unfortunately, myopia
is more than just the
inconvenience of needing
vision correction to see
clearly. Myopia has been

implicated as the sixth
leading cause of vision loss.
People with myopia have a
greater risk of developing
several eye conditions
including myopic macular
degeneration, cataract,
glaucoma, retinal holes
and tears, and retinal
detachments. Many of these
can be sight-threatening
and cause permanent visual
impairment, and the higher
the amount of the myopia,
the greater the risk. Myopic
macular degeneration is now
the number one reason for
blindness in some Asian
countries.
Research has been
striving to understand
what drives myopia
development and determine
what we can do to slow its
progression. Both genetic

and environmental factors
have been associated with
the onset and progression of
myopia. For example, a child
who has one myopic parent
is three times more likely
to become nearsighted, and
if both parents are myopic
then the risk increases
six times. But the rapidly
changing rates of myopia
point to environmental
habits as being a much larger
contributing factor than we
once thought. Currently,
genetic make up cannot
be altered, however the
environmental influences
can be.
Next month we will
discuss more about the
environmental factors that
may contribute to myopia
development and our current
myopia management options.
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Holly’s

SUPERIOR
CUTS
Unisex
Full Service Salon
& Tanning

250-743-7376

561 Meredith Road, Mill Bay
BC V0R 2P3
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Sound Advice
Better than Big Box

W

hen it comes time
to the fitting and
servicing of hearing aids,
Resonance Hearing Clinic
holds several distinct
advantages over “big box”
hearing aid stores. These are
just some of our advantages:
1. Level of Expertise – All
of our professional staff are
experienced Audiologists
registered with the College
of Speech and Hearing
Health Professionals of BC.
Audiologists are trained at
the Master’s or Doctoral
level and are therefore
uniquely qualified in the
assessment, prevention,
identification and treatment
of hearing disorders. Most of
the big box stores will have
employees who have only
the minimum designation
of registered Hearing
Instrument Practitioner.
2. Consistency of Service
– there tends to be a high
turnover of staff at corporate
stores. As an owner-

operated hearing clinic,
Resonance’s professional
staff are long term providers
of hearing healthcare to our
community.
3. Price – Our entry level
hearing aids are $975 per
hearing aid, include a 3 year
warranty, supply of batteries
and include our services
for as long as you have the
hearing aid. The last time

we checked, the lowest price
from the big box store was
$1099 each.
4. Breadth of Offering Resonance is an independent
provider of hearing aids. We
therefore have access and
knowledge about the most
recent, advanced technology
from all major hearing
aid manufacturers in the
world. Big box stores tend to

Valleyview Centre,Cobble Hill

Dr Terence Miranda, AuD,RAud

250-743-3337
tmiranda@resonancehearingclinic.com
www.resonancehearingclinic.com

carry limited and/or older
technology.
5. Having ear canals which
are clear of excessive
earwax is a necessary
pre-requisite to any
hearing test or hearing aid
fitting. We include earwax
removal with all of our
hearing aid fittings (and
follow-ups!) for the lifetime
of the hearing aid.
6. 100% Canadian – We are
local and 100% Canadian
owned. Your support helps
the local economy.
Although big box
stores do a pretty good job
at delivering commodities,
they are less adept at
delivering personalized,
professional service.
Resonance Hearing Clinic
regularly receives patients
from big box stores who
have not received the correct
diagnosis, prescription or
follow-up service necessary
to achieve success with
hearing instrumentation.
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The Cowichan Exhibition

T

he Cowichan Exhibition
celebrates its 150th
anniversary this year. It
was formed in 1868 as the
Cowichan, Salt Spring and
Chemainus Agricultural
Society. British Columbia
was still a colony of Great
Britain, the Malahat Highway
wasn’t built and most
everything came by water
through the commercial
centers of Maple Bay and
Cowichan Bay. It wasn’t
until 1886 that the E &N
Railway arrived and “put
Duncan on the map”
as local historian T. W.
Patterson describes it. The
agreement to join Canada
was contingent on a railway
and the Canadian Pacific

was completed in 1885.
It’s not hard to see
why farmers would want
to form a society in the
pioneer days with so little
access to information, tools
and supplies. We can imagine
the effort required to clear
the land and plant crops,
would require working with
your neighbours. And when
work was over socializing
and getting to know your
neighbours would be very
important as well as
enjoyable. In those days
speaking to people face-toface was the only form of
communication, and there
was a lot to learn.
The Cowichan Exhibition
today continues to be about

agriculture and competitions
to show the best the Valley
has to offer. The list of
competitive categories is
long, and the social side has
entertainment and lots of
food just like 150 years ago.
Some personal
favourites at the exhibition
are the miniature horses,

sheepdog demo’s
and the tractor
pull, but the Hall
has great exhibits
with long histories
of their own like
needlework, once
an essential skill.
And there is
photography, Gold
panning with Yukon
Dan, the beekeepers,
flowers, produce and
all the stuff the kids
create and much
more.
You will
enjoy watching
the 4H Clubs
competitions,
this youth organization
started over 100 years
ago to engage children
to reach their fullest
potential “to develop
citizenship, leadership,
responsibility and life
skills, “and you can
see they take their
participation seriously.

25 Years Experience Complete Carpet & Upholstery Care
n
a
g
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n
w
a Carpet Care Jody Stephens 250-743-2719 Cobble Hill
h
S
DEEP SOIL EXTRACTION WITH THE FINEST IN TRUCK MOUNTED SYSTEMS

Quality • Integrity • Thoroughness

REGULAR | BY FRAN BENTON

In the Garden

When Good Garden Cats Go Bad!

A

s a master gardener
I am often asked to
recommend a plant for
a certain place. When I
think of all the kinds of
possibilities a few tried
and true plants come to
mind. It needs to have
nice flowers, be tolerant of
kids, deer, rabbits, neglect,
nature’s whims, and our
pets. Well I can think of
one such group of plantsthe catmints. These are
not the catnips although
they are related to them.
Catmints or Nepeta are
a group of small shrubby
plants and herbs that have
wonderful spikes of cool
purply blue flowers. They
can be large and bushy
(Six hills giant) or much
smaller and herb-like
(Nepeta Blue Panther).
One of my truly happy
moments is to watch our
resident herd of deer
mosey past the catmint
without any interest at
all. Smaller catmints are
nice in containers too.
The catmints are benefit
from the “chelsey chop”
which is a cutting down of
exuberant vegetation at the
time of the chelsey flower
show in May. The catmints
respond by throwing out
fat new shoots that will
look spectacular and last
all through the fall. They
are easy to propagate by
splitting in the spring.
The genus Nepeta is,
of course, the genus that
includes Nepeta cativa. I
don’t need to tell you what
this stuff does to the feline

nip addicts. Please examine
the depraved behaviour on
Monica’s kitty cat’s face.
There are no institutions
available at present to
deal with this dreadful
addiction problem. Some
cats are more prone than
others to fall victim to the
allure of the catmint family.
Sometimes as cats age they
grow out of the love for nip.
Others just lie there in the
plant pot and drool.
Ever wonder why
cats get silly on catnip?
The chemical compound
in the plant is called
nepetalactone. It is found
in the leaves and stems.
The effects last for about
10 minutes before wearing
off and the cat going back
to normal.
If the cats smells catnip
it acts as a stimulant and
you better watch out!
However if the cat eats the
nip it acts as a sedative

and they get sleepy. And if
they eat too much they will
present it back to you in a

way that is not pleasant!
Happy gardening and
don’t forget to water!

REGULAR | COMPETITION

WIN a Canine Fitness Training Session
from TENDER PAWS

Grooming • Daycare • Dog • Nails • Exercise • Fun • Fitness • Cavalletti
Conditioning • Strength • Cooperation • Training • Senior • Puppy • Adult • Healthy • Core
Stretching • Work Out • Instability • Flexible • Agility • Manners • Bone • Nutrition • Rewards

NAME..............................................................................................................

Draw Date: 30 September, 2018. **No cash alternative available.
* Names and addresses will not be used for any other purpose.

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER*.................................................................. Simply complete your wordsearch and send it to: Cowichan Press
ADDRESS*..................................................................................................... 325 - 2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1 or drop it into the
Cowichan Press Inc. Office in the Mill Bay Centre.

..........................................................................................................................

Don’t forget to include your name, address and daytime contact telephone number**
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Mill Bay Fire Department

B

.C. Wildfire Services
would like to remind
everyone that safety is not
something we can take
for granted as we are ALL
in this together. Wildfire
prevention can happen at
home, in the backcountry,
and through larger-scale
fire and fuel management
planning. Learn what you
can do to help. Please, take
the time to read this: https://
www.firesmartcanada.ca/
firesmart-communities/
get-your-applicationready-canada-wildfirecommunity-preparednessday-2018
Check that air quality
before you go out the door!
With the expertise of
our Emergency Services
Community, cooler weather,
and many miracles, we are
hopeful, the smoke will
vanish sooner than later.
As of 13 August, 2018,
Fire Fighting efforts cost
B.C. $131+ million with
3,500+ personnel as well as
Firefighters from Alberta,
New Brunswick, Northwest
Territories, 200 Federal
Troops from Ottawa,
Quebec, Saskatchewan,
Parks Canada, Australia,
Mexico and New Zealand,
fighting 1,800+ wildfires,
which is 500 more than all
of 2017, with over 287,000
hectares of B.C. forests

burned. There were 30
evacuation orders in effect
for approximately 3,100
people, and 50 evacuation
alerts affecting approximately
18,720 people.
Install and Interconnect
ALL smoke alarms and alert
devices outside sleeping
areas and on every level
of your home. If one goes
off, they all go off giving
you more time to escape.
Alarms available for the
deaf or hard of hearing have
strobe lights that flash when
the alarm sounds. An alert
device (lifetonesafety.com,
safeawake.com, silentcall.
com) uses loud, mixed,
low-pitched sounds and a
pillow or bed shaker are also
triggered by a smoke alarm.
8 - 14 October - Fire
Prevention Week. 12
October, we will be at Moo’s
Pizza for a night of deliveries

to your door in a Fire truck
as well as answer questions,
give out free smoke detectors
and other fire department
gifts! Download and submit
a written home escape plan
http://sparkyschoolhouse.
org/app/uploads/2017/07/

FPW17EscapePlanGrid.
pdf Kids, along with 10
friends will be entered into
a Contest to win a night of
fun and games at the Mill
Bay Fire Hall #1. With
dinner provided by Moo’s
Pizza! You can submit at
time of Delivery or drop off
at Moo’s Pizza, 3345 Trans
Canada Hwy 250-929-2811
or Mill Bay Fire Hall, 2675
Lodgepole Rd. 250-743-5563
Be aware, take care and stay
safe!
Did you know: Heat
from bagged grass clippings
can lead to a fire when the
bag is broken and the gases
are exposed to oxygen,
causing the material to
ignite and catch fire? Vehicle
exhaust can also ignite grass!

DAVID B. POPE | HICKS & CO. BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
WILLS • ESTATES • MEDIATION • REAL ESTATE • NOTARIES
dpope@shaw.ca 250-743-3245

24-2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay Shopping Centre, PO Box 83, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P0
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Choosing With A Quiet Mind

T

he world is speeding
up. We drive fast, eat
quickly or as we are walking
down the street or talking to
others with our mouths full.
It seems to me that we as
individuals compete not only
with each other but have
become very self-centered
such that in various ways
we compete with ourselves.
The noise factor in our lives
ranges from white noise of
people talking, household
appliances along with radio
and televisions blaring in our
homes, cars and restaurants.
All of us are subjected to
loud engines of motorcycles,
cars, buses and huge trucks
barrelling along city streets
in most neighbourhoods. I
understand this is a sign of
our changing times and it is
no wonder that the ancients
could only hear themselves
think in silence and solitude
of nature; caves, mountains,
islands and forests. All this
to say that choices we make
from a place of confusion,
turbulence and chaos of

our surroundings,
most often too, is
an indication of
the frustrated and
swirling mind.
Basically we react
rather than respond
to our environment,
circumstances and
situations that might
have been attended to with
greater ease and accuracy
if we had a quieter mind.
So how does one go about
quieting the mind? There
are many practices that
have stood the test of time
and with some dedicated
effort can be learned; yoga,
mindfulness meditation,
walking, running, sitting
in silence and letting go
or reducing the number of
daily repetitive thoughts
we continue to engage
with, commonly known as
negative self talk. We are
at choice each and every
minute of the day. Becoming
conscious, that is paying
attention to and noticing
what we are doing, saying
and how we are acting,
becoming aware of how we
are and determining how we
want to be. A calm and quiet
demeanour can be seen on
the face. The muscles of the
face are relaxed, soft, appear
stress free and often reflect
a healthy glow. The angry,
stress filled appearance can

Mary Eshenko is a Certified Professional Co-Active
Coach specializing in Leadership Development, Change,
Transitions and Behavior Management, who believes
that Change By Choice™ Works! Call 250-382-6353

be detected in the face, eyes,
tone of voice, and physical
structure of our bodies. A
quiet mind is an aware mind
that can reflect on what is
going on inside and outside
of them, at the same time.
Reflection is the ability to
think about our thoughts or
of what we are thinking. This
is a self regulating practice

that you can choose, as a
tool to quiet your mind and
become healthier, happier
and experience more love
and joy in life. Learn to quiet
your mind and make better
decisions with effortless
ease. Try it out for yourself
because ultimately you are
the only one who can choose
to quiet your mind.

FEATURE | BY DEBBIE SHKURATOFF

Detoxifying Foot Spa

Jump Into The Fall With A Fresh Start – Remove Toxins, Detox And Energize

W

ith a detoxifying
Foot Spa session.
We are all exposed
to various sources of
chemicals, toxins and
pollutants on a daily
basis. These toxins enter
the body in three ways:
through the skin, the
lungs and the digestive
system. They interfere
with your body's ability to
function properly. As they
accumulate over time, due
to various environmental
exposures, over load
and not properly being
released, the body’s ability
to fight off disease and
infection increases. This
results in a buildup of
toxins, a stressed system as
well as low energy.
With the foot spa,
you simply sit in a chair
with your feet in warm
salt water for a half hour
while the PES Foot Spa
does the work. The system
is specially designed to
stimulate the glands in the
feet and release the toxins
into the water. We have
2000 eccrine sweat glands
in each foot that become
the natural door of exit
for the toxins through

this process. The benefits
from this detox treatment
are amazing. The toxins
that are released in a half
hour session through
this process would
normally take your body
3-6 months to naturally
download. The benefits are
improved circulation, acid/
alkaline balance, increased
metabolism, improved
organ and glandular
functioning, as well as
more energy. This system
also assists in detoxifying
accumulated heavy metals.
You will notice a
decrease in acidity,
benefiting organ and
cellular functioning,
stress reduction, improved
sleep, and an overall
feeling of well being.
Every BODY and health
situation is different as to
determine the appropriate
amount of sessions for
each individual. It does
not remove vitamins,
nutrients, medication,
only toxins that are ready
to leave the body via the
sweat glands in the feet.
What a relaxing way to
detox, and improve your
health at the same time.

REGULAR | BY LORI IANNIDINARDO

Area Director / Cowichan Bay
The Dreaded 'Oops' Sticker

N

ot everyone got an
"oops," but there were
too many that did. Recycle
BC just completed its audit
of recycling in our area. We
didn't do well.
But why is Recycle BC,
a provincial program doing
an audit in the Cowichan?
Because CVRD's curbside
recycling is funded through
participation in Recycle BC's
program. It saves us money
to participate, and to be
part of it, we have to have
a passing grade of a 3% or
lower rate of unaccepted
material-or what's known
as contaminants. We didn't
make the cut. Currently
our region has a 15%
contamination rate, one
of the highest in British
Columbia. This could result
in CVRD paying financial
penalties. It's also bad news
for our landfill sites and
ultimately, our environment.
If you place contaminants
in your recycle bin, you
receive an OOPS sticker. So
what's a contaminant?
Here's the list:
1. Plastic bags and overwrap.
These clog up the sorting
machines.
2. Styrofoam. It crumbles in
the machines and cannot be
separated from the rest of
the recycled goodies.
3. Garden hoses and extension
cords. These wrap around
the machines.
4. Electronics and batteries.
Toxic chemicals are released
when these no-nos are
compacted in the truck.
5. Glass/jars, stand-up food
and beverage pouches.

Recycling was always a part of Cowichan Bay.
In September 2016, Cittaslow Cowichan Bay
wrapped up their Zero-Food Waste Program. This
involved raising a pig, with Cittaslow members and
others in the community contributing unsold, un-used
produce to feed the pig (using food that might have
gone into the compost bin). The project was created
in response to global concerns about food waste.
The goal was to raise awareness about food waste and
from the sale of the pig, raise funds to contribute to
Cowichan Bay area projects.
A lot was learned from the project. Individuals
were composting for their own gardens. Bakeries and
other similar market shops were providing excess
foodstuffs to the foodbank. Local produce vendors had
produce-for-farm animals arrangements already in
place. Others fed their extra produce to the backyard
chickens. Cowichan Bay was very close to zero food
waste and very efficient with their recycling.

None of these should
be placed in your curbside
recycling tote. When they
are, it means that the ENTIRE
load of recyclables goes into
the landfill.
Over 650 items are
accepted at CVRD recycling
centres: Bings Creek
Recycling on Drinkwater
Road, Peerless Road
Recycling on Westdowne
Road in Ladysmith, Meade
Creek Recycling in Lake
Cowichan and Fisher Road
Recycling in Cobble Hill. For
the stuff that can't go in the tote,
Visit Cowichan Recyclopedia

the cvrd.bc.ca/recyclopedia
for a full list of items.
It's confusing, but there
are lots of ways to learn more:
call the Recylcing Hotline:
250-746-2634 and ask
YOUR questions. Go to the
web: cvrd.bc.ca/recycling

Check out my facebook
page, too - https://www.
facebook.com/ReelectLori/
where I've posted a super
video on curbside recycling
and lots of other goodies
about what we can and
cannot do. Have a look.
Do your bit to help our
environment. Remember
that items like broken
glass, used diapers and
lighters - all of which have
been found in the curbside

recycle totes -pose health
and safety hazards for the
people working on site.
And remember too:
keep your recyclables loose
in the totes. Don't bag them.
Get a passing grade and
clear your tote of the OOPS
sticker, here's what you
CAN put in the tote:
• mixed paper and cardboard
• plastic bottles and containers
• paper packaging for liquids
• takeout beverage cups and
lids
• non-hazardous aerosol cans
• plastic clamshells and trays
• metal containers (tin cans)
and foil
• plastic garden pots and trays
Coming Up:
A Cowichan Bay
community conversation
on recycling. Bring your
questions, your ideas and
let's talk about them. I'll
keep you posted on my
Facebook page.
Don't have time to
check my Facebook page?
Get up-to-date news
automatically sent from
me to your e-mail address.
Just send your address to
me at: Liannidinardo@
cvrd.bc.ca. I won't send
your address to anyone.

REGULAR | BY CAITLIN MCKENNA

Readying Your Home for Fall Sales
An Organized Approach

A

s the weather cools and
people return from
summer vacations, many
find themselves considering
selling in the fall, looking
to make a move in order
to ensure enough time to
purchase and be settled in
a new home by the winter
holidays. Fortunately, there
are several things you can
do beyond tidying up and
removing personal effects, to
ready your home for sale so
that you’re in a position to reap
the rewards come offer time.
Some helpful suggestions
include:
1. Setting a project list. Take
ten minutes to walk in and
around your home,
compiling a project list into
two categories: must do,
and would like to do. Then
consider a realistic budget,
and assess which projects
from your list are the
most realistic and doable
considering your time, and
current commitments.

2. Book off a Sunday afternoon
and move through each room
of your home marking clutter
and excess with post it notes,
labeling sell/donate/keep.
Turn on some music and
challenge yourself to see how
much progress you can make
in five songs. Take action
by grouping for sale items
together, and hauling
donation goods out the door!
3. Hire a handy person –
Home improvement is not
everyone’s specialty. Make a
smart move and hire someone
capable of completing all
the small tasks you’ve been
putting off for ages, whether
it’s securing broken cabinet
doors, fixing a hole in the wall,
installing new hardware, or
hanging photo frames or
wall art. Ask your real estate
agent if they have information
on local businesses with
strong reputations that may
be available to get the job
done properly. You will
breathe easier knowing

potential buyers won’t be
distracted by chipped paint
or burnt out light bulbs.
4. Consider making a few
small changes like adding
bathroom rails, modifying
floor transitions with
smooth curved backing, or
purchasing a few modern,
mobile ramps, giving your
home an edge by making
it more attractive to aging
buyers and those with
mobility issues. A reduced
barrier or barrier-free home
expands your market and
could draw more buyers,
who may be willing to pay
a premium not to have to

make changes later on.
5. Lastly, know that real
estate regulations are always
changing, with new rules
having come into effect in
June of this year, meant to
enhance consumer protection
and increase transparency.
You will want to meet
with and interview several
qualified real estate agents
in the area, who can explain
the latest changes, guide
you through the real estate
transaction process, and
answer any questions you
may have, so you can feel
confident in your decision
to sell.

Caitlin McKenna is a licensed Realtor® with
Sutton Group West Coast Realty specializing in the
Cowichan Valley.

REGULAR | MEGHAN SEAL

Around the Bay
Take it Easy

T

he kids are finally
asleep, and our house
takes a deep breath in
through the nose and
out through the mouth.
I can hear the crickets
chirping among themselves
through the open window.
This is the only sound
that resonates around

my fingers
clacking on the
keyboard.
Sometimes
my husband
asks “Why don’t
you come and
sit down with
me? Relax a
little.” I look
at him like
he has three
heads and say I
have a few more things to
do first. This is one of my
favourite times of the day,
and I suspect that many
other moms out there feel
the same way, right? There
is about an hour of time
after the kids are in bed to
use for ourselves before we
completely deflate and hit

the couch or bed. Maybe
it’s for having a bath (being
the only one in the bath for
once), or catching up on a
few house chores without
interruptions. Working
on that craft you started a
month ago and can only
pick up for a few minutes
here or there. I’m pretty
sure that I have taken my
knitting into the bathroom
with me hoping to sneak in
a few rows.
In the summer, dusk is
a lovely time of night. The
neighbourhood has slowed
down and exterior lights
begin to brighten up the
houses around us.
The school year routine
has started up and our
family calendar is carefully

filled out with who is where
on what day. As we plan
the next few months ahead,
I am careful not to jam
in too many events and
extracurricular activities.
It seems like the busier we
are, the grumpier our house
becomes. Meals become
quick and effortless,
bed times get later and
later – creating tension
between our two children,
which therefore kicks our
parenting into overdrive.
Keeping a simple routine
seems to work the best in
our household. It keeps me
cooking healthy meals and
creating quality family time for
us, remember this fall what
is important to keep your
household happy and healthy.

REGULAR | BY JADA

SHAWNIGAN MILL BAY
AUTO PARTS (1992) LTD.
250-743-3355

Pioneer Square

What Causes Hair
Loss in Women?

W

hile it’s true that men
are more likely to
lose their hair than women,
thinning hair and hair loss
are also quite common in
women. Female-pattern hair
loss is basically the female
version of male pattern
baldness. Unlike men,
women don’t tend to have
a receding hairline. Instead
their part may widen, and
they may have noticeable
thinning of their hair.
But while many men
embrace going completely
bald, the same cannot
be said for women. For
women, the loss of hair can
be devastating.
The reasons for hair loss
can range from the simple
and temporary—a vitamin
deficiency—to the more
complex, like an underlying
health condition.
Here are some of the
most common reasons why
you might be experiencing
hair loss:
• Any kind of physical
trauma, such as a car
accident, or a severe illness
can cause temporary hair loss.
• Pregnancy is one example

of the type of physical
stress that can cause hair
loss (that and hormones).
• And just as pregnancy
hormone changes can
also cause hair loss, so
can switching or going off
birth-control pills. The
change in the hormonal
levels that occurs at
menopause may also trigger
hair loss.
• If you don’t get enough
protein in your diet, your
body may ration protein
by shutting down hair
growth. And almost one in
10 women aged 20 through
49 suffers from anemia due
to an iron deficiency which
is an easily fixable cause of
hair loss. Your doctor will
have to do a blood test to
determine for sure if you
have this type of anemia.
• Hypothyroidism is the
medical term for having
an underactive thyroid
gland. The thyroid gland
produces hormones that
are critical to metabolism
and when it’s not pumping
out enough hormones,
can contribute to hair
loss. Your doctor can do

Mill Bay Marina
250-743-4303
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Other Tide Stations

tests to determine if this is
the cause.
• Some of the drugs used
to fight cancer can also
cause your hair to fall out.
Chemotherapy destroys
rapidly dividing cells. That
means cancer cells, but also
other rapidly dividing cells
like hair.
• Many cancer patients
choose to wear wigs as they

go through treatment. To
make sure your wig looks
good and feels comfortable,
consult with your hairdresser
or wig expert to choose a
style that suits you perfectly.
Choosing a wig early in your
treatment may help a patient
prepare for chemotherapy
knowing that they will still
feel beautiful and confident as
they embark on this journey.

No guarantees as to the correctness of this data are made or implied. Do not rely on it to make decisions which
can result in harm to anyone or anything.

Mill Bay’s
Auto/Marine
Parts Store
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CONSTANTIN POPA & MARIANA POPA
JUST LISTED

JUST REDUCED

$1,200,000

$749,000

Lot 1 Beachfront Cres, Mill Bay
World-Class Oceanfront! Arguably one of
the most spectacular oceanfront properties
on Vancouver Island offers 2.5 acres with
sunny southern exposure, breathtaking ocean
and mountain views and walk-on pebble
beach. The moment you enter the property
you feel like you stepped into a magical world.

NEW YORK

$699,500

9909 Maple St, Chemainus
Two wonderful homes in an idyllic setting. The
main residence offers 2,354 sq. ft., 4 beds.,
4 baths. The second dwelling is a two-story
Medieval Castle with two furnished suites.
Spectacular gardens with stamped concrete
walkways and fish pond. There is an unique
sense of warmth and elegance in this place.

VICTORIA

HONG KONG

$425,000

941 B Arbutus Ave, Duncan
Captivating ocean and mountain views
from this wonderful 4 acre property. Legal
duplex on municipal water, enjoys a serene
and private setting with southern exposure,
sweeping ocean views and low maintenance
grounds. The property backs onto municipal
park with miles of walking trails. Great value!

VANCOUVER

LONDON

TORONTO

PARIS

TOKYO

250.709.1077

CONSTANTIN POPA & MARIANA POPA
LOCAL EXPERTISE, GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

2889 Sherman Rd, Duncan
Stylish decor adds to the warmth of this
immaculate 1,713 sq. ft. half-duplex.
Exquisite home built in 2011 with quality
materials and great attention to details.
Beautiful maple kitchen with island and
granite countertops. Heated single car
garage. Fully fenced backyard. A must see!

www.mcpopa.com
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Hello, I’m Caitlin McKenna and I’m excited to share I am now working with Su�on Group
West Coast Realty in the Cowichan Valley!
I am commi�ed to building a reputa�on in the years to come as a hard working, ethical, and
helpful real estate agent. I want to show you how buying and selling real estate can be an
enjoyable experience!
I am trained in the most recent provincial rule and regula�on changes, and with previous
experience in academic research and communica�ons, I know I can help guide you through
transac�ons with ease — so you can feel conﬁdent knowing you’ve made the best decision
for you and your family.
I look forward to serving my neighbours, and demonstra�ng the value I can bring to your
real estate transac�on, while having some fun along the way.
Whether you, your family, or friends are looking to make a move to the Cowichan Valley or
Malahat communi�es, I would love to chat! Give me a call and together we can ﬁnd you the
right ﬁt.
Caitlin McKenna
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